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Abstract—We had collected data related to males & females number with respect to population over a period from 1960 to 1981 

of a particular city.We had also calculated the male proportion & female proportion over that period too.Then with the help of 

these data values we are trying to see the growth curve of population over 1960 to 1981.To find out its solution at first we had 

found out which type of fuction it followed.So in Microsoft Excel we had put those data valus and predict our function whether 

it followed Linear or Polynomial or Logistic Growth function by seeing the scatter plot.Then we had found out the corresponding 

equations.For findind out linear regression we used 'Least square method'.For polynomial regression we had applied the 

conventional Gauss elimination method.We had also found out the equation by using C programming Language.Then by 

making use of NLREG software we had plotted our curve for 1.Total male vs Total Female,2.Total male proportion vs Total 

Female proportion,3.Year vs Total male increment,4.Year vs Total female increment.We had also calculaed the degree of fit 

;correlation coefent(if Linear) & coefficient of determination for the plots. 

 

Index Terms—Microsoft Excel,Least square method,NLREG,C programming Language,Scatter plot,correlation 

coefficient,coefficient of determination,Gauss elimination method. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INTRODUCTION 

To find out the plot between Total  male vs Total Female we have considered total male number as X & total female 

number as Y.We took 10 sample values and tried to find out the equation.We used Least square method here.We had 

given these following values as: 

x:2489805,3005416,3252845,3653050,3402214,3235087,3550879,4142765,4667623,5905949 

y:2512791,3012224,3253718,3574310,3282147,3048878,3607156,4079232,4686122,5778925 

These data values were following a linear relationship while we saw the scatter plot.The general form of straight line: 

f(x)=a*x+b 

To solve a & b we  have two equations as: 

a.Totalsq+b.Totalx=Totalxy 

a.Totalx+b.n=Totaly 

We put those two equations in a matrix form as:- 

|n         Totalx    |  |b|      =   |Totaly   | 

|Totalx Totalsq  |  |a|           |Totalxy | 

Where I considered as  |n         Totalx  |  =A   ,   |b|  = B  ,      

                                   |Totalx Totalsq  |             |a| 

So X=A^ -1*B 

Here n=10,Totalx=(Sum x)=37305633,Totaly=(Sum y)=36835503,Totalsq=(Sum 

x^2)=147.63645*10^12,Totalxy=(Sum x*y)=145.69124*10^12 

So we got  | 10                 37305633                |   |b|  =   |36835503          | 

                 | 37305633   147.63645*10^12        |   |a|       |145.6912*10^12| 

We konw A^-1 = adj (A) / det A 

Here, Denom=det A=84.65425*10^12 

A^T = |10           37305633            |   

           |37305633 147.63645*10^12| 

So we have : 

(1 / 84.65425*10^12) |147.63645*10^12  -37305633|   |36835503            |   = |b| 
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                                 |37305633               -10          |    |145.69124*10 ^12|      |a| 

So, a=0.9773950 , b=37316.09611 

Therefore We got the equation   as :- 

y = f(x) =0.9773950*x+37316.09611 --------------------------(1) 

We had also calculated the equation by making use of C programming language as :- 

 #include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <conio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

main() 

{ 

int n,i; 

float Totalx,Totalsq,Totaly,Totalxy,x,y,a,b,Denom; 

printf("Enter the value of n:"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

Totalx=0; 

Totalsq=0; 

Totaly=0; 

Totalxy=0; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

printf("Value of x & y:"); 

scanf("%f%f",&x,&y); 

Totalx+=x; 

Totalsq+=pow(x,2); 

Totaly+=y; 

Totalxy+=x*y; 

} 

Denom=n*Totalsq-pow(Totalx,2); 

b=(Totaly*Totalsq-Totalx*Totalxy)/Denom; 

a=(n*Totalxy-Totalx*Totaly)/Denom; 

printf("y=%fx+%f",a,b); 

getch(); 

} 

 

While compiling and putting the corresponding x & y values we had got the output as : - 
 

Our  C programme output gives us the equation as :-  y = 0.977391*x+37330.1015633 -----------------------------(2) 

By comparing (1) & (2) we found out that both our equations were almost same.Then by making Use of this Linear 

function in NLREG we got our plot as : 
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I am also attaching the code for NLREG  and corresponding inputs too : 
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Correlation Coefficient(denoted by r) measures the strength & the direction of a linear relationship between two 

variables. 

r=Sxy/Sx*Sy [where Sx,Sy are sample standard deviations,Sxy is sample covarience. 

Here, Totalx=(Sum x)=37305633,Totaly=(Sum y)=36835503,Totalsq=(Sum x^2)=147.63645*10^12,Totalxy=(Sum 

x*y)=145.69124*10^12,Totalysq=(Sum y^2)=143.82554*10^12,n=10 

So r= ((10*145.69124*10^12)-(37305633*36835503)) / (sqrt((10*147.63645*10^12)-

((37305633)^2)))*(sqrt((10*143.82554*10^12)-((36835503)^2))) 

= 0.9967 

Then r^2 = 0.9934 ----------------------------------------------------(3) 

Coefficient of determination (r^2) allows us to determine how certain one canbe in making predictions from a certain 

graph. 

 

x:2489805,3005416,3252845,3653050,3402214,3235087,3550879,4142765,4667623,5905949 

y:2512791,3012224,3253718,3574310,3282147,3048878,3607156,4079232,4686122,5778925 

y1(y1 is the mean of y values)= 3683550.3 

n=10 

Predicted Value(y2)[where 

y=0.9773950*x+37316.09611]=2470839.054,2974794.667,3216630.535,3607788.901,3362623.049,3199273.954,35

07927.476,4086433.893,4599427.478,5809761.119 

Residual(y-y2) =41951.946,37429.333,37087.465,-33478.901,-80476.049,-150395.954,99228.524,-

7201.893,86694.522,-30836.119 

Deviation (y-y1)^2 = 1.37068*10^12 + 0.45068*10^12 + 0.18476*10^12 + 0.01193*10^12 + 0.16112*10^12 + 

0.40281*10^12 + 0.00584*10^12 + 0.15656*10^12 + 1.00515*10^12 + 4.39060*10^12  

Total deviation =(Sum (y-y1)^2) / n=8.14013*10^11 

Explained deviation (y2-y1)^2 = 

1.47067*10^12,0.50233*10^12,0.21801*10^12,0.00574*10^12,0.10299*10^12,0.23452*10^12,0.03084*10^12,0.16

2315*10^12,0.83883*10^12,4.52077*10^12  

Total Explained deviation =(Sum (y2-y1)^2 ) / n= 8.08702*10^12 

Coefficient of determination=Total Explained deviation / Total deviation =0.9935------(4) 

By comparing (3) and (4) we found out that the value of r^2 sa are same in both cases.Thatmeans 99.35% of the total 

variation in y canbe explained by the relationship between x and y.  

0.65% of the total variation in y remains unexplained. 

We have calculated both Correlation Coefficient(r) and Coefficient of determination (r^2) by making use of C 

programming language as follows :- 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include <math.h> 

 

int main(void) { 

   int n;   

   float r = 0.0, Totalx = 0.0, Totaly = 0.0, sx = 0.0, sy = 0.0; 

   printf("Enter value of n: "); 

   scanf("%d", &n); 

 

   if( n < 1) { 

      printf("n should be a positive .\nPlease enter a correct value: "); 

      scanf("%d", &n); 

      if( n < 1) { 

         printf("Invalid input"); 

         return 0; 

      } 

   } 

   float x[n], y[n]; 

   int i; 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      printf("Please enter a number for x: "); 

      scanf("%f", &x[i]); 
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   } 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      printf("Please enter a number for y: "); 

      scanf("%f", &y[i]); 

   } 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      Totalx=Totalx+ x[i]; 

   } 

   Totalx =Totalx/n; 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      Totaly =Totaly+y[i]; 

   } 

   Totaly=Totaly/n; 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      sx =sx+(x[i] - Totalx) * (x[i] - Totalx); 

   } 

   sx = sqrt((sx / n)); 

   for(i = 0; i < n; ++i) { 

      sy =sy+(y[i] - Totaly) * (y[i] - Totaly); 

   } 

   sy = sqrt((sy / n)); 

   for( i = 0; i < n; ++i ) { 

      r =r+(((x[i] - Totalx)/sx) * ((y[i] - Totaly)/sy)); 

   } 

   r =r/ (n);  

   printf("The correlation coefficient is: %6.4f\n", r); 

     printf("The coefficient of determination is: %6.4f\n", r*r); 

   return 0; 

} 

The output came out as :- 
 

 

 

So we considered it as a 'Good Fit'.  

 

To find out the relationship between male proportion and female proportion we used Polynomial function.It is described 

as follows :- 

We applied 'Gauss elimination method to solve it.We considered it as a second order polynomial. 

The values of x (denotes male proportion) & y (denotes female proportion) over the years arte given as follows :- 

x: 0.137111,0.136568,0.120036,0.108681,0.088477,0.076945,0.152439,0.143622,0.129958,0.132149 

y: 0.141011,0.140151,0.123092,0.10933,0.087237,0.073018,0.155822,0.148324,0.137929,0.141526 

Here n=10,Totalx =(Sum x)=1.225986,Totalxsq=(Sum x^2)=0.155637,Totalx3=(Sum x^3)=0.020294,Totalx4=(Sum 

x^4)=2.700409*10^12,Totaly=(Sum y)=1.25744,Totalxy=(Sum x*y)=0.160151,Totalxsqy=(Sum x^2*y)=0.024818 
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We put it as a matrix form : 

|10             1.225986  0.155637|   |a0|       |1.25744 | 

|1.225986  0.155637  0.020294|   |a1|  =   |0.160151| 

|0.155637  0.020294  0.002700|   |a2|       |0.024818| 

Now we will apply gauss elimination method to solve the above system of equations.The augmented matrix form is as 

:- 

|10             1.225986  0.155637   : 1.25744 | 

|1.225986  0.155637  0.020294   : 0.160151| 

|0.155637  0.020294  0.002700   : 0.024818| 

Then using row operations we got :- 

 

|1.225986  0.150305   0.019079  :  0.154157| 

|0               0.001213   0.000276   : 0.001364| 

|0               0                -0.002482  : 0.003884| 

Hence the given system of  equations is reduced to the the upper triangular form given by : 1.225986*a0 + 0.150305*a1 

+ 0.019079*a2 = 0.154157  

        0.001213*a1 + 0.000276*a2 =0.001364 

       -0.002482*a2 = 0.003884 

Solving those we got :- 

a2=-1.564867 , a1=1.480547 , a0= -0.080126 

So our fitted second order polynomial function is :- 

y = f(x) = -1.564867*xsq + 1.480547*x - 0.080126 -------------------------(5) 

We had written the C program to solve it as follows :- 

 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <stdlib.h> 

#include<conio.h> 

#include<math.h> 

main() 

{ 

int n,i,j,k; 

float Totalx,Totalxsq,Totaly,Totalxy,x,y,Totalx3,Totalx4,Totalxsqy,a[20][20],u=0.0,b[20]; 

printf("\nEnter value of n:"); 

scanf("%d",&n); 

Totalx=0; 

Totalxsq=0; 

Totaly=0; 

Totalxy=0; 

Totalx3=0; 

Totalx4=0; 

Totalxsqy=0; 

for(i=0;i<n;i++) 

{ 

printf("Enter value of x,y:"); 

scanf("%f%f",&x,&y); 

Totalx+=x; 

Totalxsq+=pow(x,2); 

Totalx3+=pow(x,3); 

Totalx4+=pow(x,4); 

Totaly+=y; 

Totalxy+=x*y; 

Totalxsqy+=pow(x,2)*y; 

} 

a[0][0]=n; 

a[0][1]=Totalx; 

a[0][2]=Totalxsq; 

a[0][3]=Totaly; 

a[1][0]=Totalx; 
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a[1][1]=Totalxsq; 

a[1][2]=Totalx3; 

a[1][3]=Totalxy; 

a[2][0]=Totalxsq; 

a[2][1]=Totalx3; 

a[2][2]=Totalx4; 

a[2][3]=Totalxsqy; 

for(i=0;i<3;i++) 

{ 

for(j=0;j<3;j++) 

printf("%10.2f",a[i][j]); 

printf("\n"); 

} 

for(k=0;k<=2;k++) 

{ 

for(i=0;i<=2;i++) 

{ 

if(i!=k) 

u=a[i][k]/a[k][k]; 

for(j=k;j<=3;j++) 

a[i][j]=a[i][j]-u*a[k][j]; 

} 

} 

for(i=0;i<3;i++) 

{ 

b[i]=a[i][3]/a[i][i]; 

printf("\nx[%d]=%f",i,a[i]); 

} 

printf("\n"); 

printf("y=%10.4fxsq+%10.4fx+%10.4f",b[2],b[1],b[0]); 

getch(); 

} 

The output of the program came out after putting corresponding x & y values as:- 

 
Our  C programme output gives us the equation as :-  y = -2.9032*xsq + 1.7840*x - 0.0478 -----------------------------(6) 

By comparing (1) & (2) we found out that both our equations were almost same.Then by making Use of this Polynomial 

function in NLREG we got our plot as : 
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I am also attaching the code for NLREG  and corresponding inputs too : 
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• ANALYSIS 

 

The male & female increment over time 1960 to 1981 sa follows (I took it as a sample) :- 

 

year male incr rate   female incr rate 

1960  0   0  

1961 .026367  .0164160 

1962 .02638  .03331 

1963 .03602  .02075 

1964 .0276044             .0256421 

1965 .051314  .08017 

1966 .08023     .09712 

1967 .09535  .09760 

1968  .113601  .10081 

1969 .126693  .14878 

1970  .134056  .1412642 

1971  .134373  .107388 

1972 .123032  .09853 

1973 .140039  .112546 

1974 .1412642 .134056 

1975 .154742  .14867 

1976 .16823  .16563 

1977 .186703  .17257 

1978 .20709  .19876 

1979 .22693  .216739 

1980 .27604  .30371 

1981 .36912  .33502 

So our plot for Year vs Male Increment is :- 

 
 

So plot for Year vs Female Increment is :-o our 
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The Linear function for NLREG we found out using the above mentioned techniques and using the same C program 

code. 
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